• DATE OF TEST is the date each test was actually performed.
• PASS/FAIL is the final outcome of the acceptance test.

**LTG-2-A - Lighting Control Acceptance Document**

This form is used to document the results for various lighting control tests. The form was designed so that data for three lighting control strategies (occupancy sensors, manual daylight control, and automatic time switch) could be recorded on one form. The form is separated into six basic sections: project information; pre-test inspection; select acceptance tests; equipment testing requirements; pass/fail evaluation; and certification statement. Each section consists of a combination of data entry requirements and check boxes.

**Project Information**

- PROJECT NAME is the title of the project, as shown on the Code Compliance forms.
- DATE is the date of preparation of the compliance submittal package.
- PROJECT ADDRESS is the address of the project as shown on the Code Compliance forms.
- TESTING AUTHORITY is the person responsible for verifying all acceptance tests were performed and each system passed.
- TELEPHONE is the phone number where the testing authority can be reached during regular business hours.
- LIGHTING CONTROL SYSTEM NAME/DESIGNATION is the name or unique identifier for the system(s) being tested. For example: “occupancy sensors and lighting sweep”

**Pre-test Inspection**

- This section consists of check boxes. Complete check boxes as instructed.

**Select Acceptance Test**

- This section documents which of the acceptance tests were performed. Check the appropriate box for each applicable test.